
Week 1

Impressions of a Pencil

7 / Jan / 2022

While writing with the pencil, I was mostly thinking that the pencil's creation process is

horrifying. Corporations that produce pencils source their materials and labor from different

countries, producing significant amounts of fossil fuels. However, while drawing with the pencil,

I couldn't help but feel relaxed and somewhat soothed by the sounds of pencil on paper. Its

sound was somehow pleasantly scratchy and smooth. The activity was almost meditative, and I

found it very satisfying when drawing longer strokes.



Week 1

Pencils and Sustainability

9 / Jan / 2022

During last week’s lecture, I couldn’t help but think about the video of the pencil’s

manufacturing process, “How Pencils are Made,” by Insider. One might initially think that pencils

are a sustainable option for classwork. After all, they’re made from wood, meaning that their

shavings can be composted and recycled back into the earth. However, in a society where

corporations are greedy for money, manufacturers are bound to find the cheapest solutions to

increase output efficiency no matter the environmental cost — even burning tens of thousands

of trees per year. Pencils are just as damaging to the environment as their evil counterparts, the

plastic pen.

The environmental impacts of the pencil’s manufacturing process go beyond the

amounts of fossil fuels consumed during production. In fact, every anatomical component of

the pencil is unsustainably sourced from a variety of countries. Graphite, for example, is mostly

produced in China, in which “China [is] accounted for 59% of production and 66% of exports

globally” at 650,000 tons per year and mostly uses coal-energy-mining methods, according to

the Northern Graphite Corporation. Combining the fact that unsustainable methods are used to

mine graphite and additional fossil fuels are needed to transport materials, pencils are a heavy

polluter of our water and air systems. Not to mention, pencils require specific types of

softwoods: pines, spruces, and cedars, as listed by the World Atlas. These types of wood are

commonly sourced from Sweden and South Africa (The National Geographic). Sourcing and

producing the block of wood needed for pencils uses thousands of trees, killing millions of

homes to wildlife and — of course — produces extra air pollution. Although students are slowly



transitioning from using pencils for work to digital products (but that is not to say that digital

products are a more sustainable option), pencils are still a must for children and in certain

working scenarios. Thankfully, there are some sustainable alternatives to mass-produced

pencils, albeit a little pricey.



Deforestation

I decided I didn’t want to support these evil corporations in their pursuits of greater

profits over our wellbeing. Although we could rely on using refillable pens and pencils, their

casings are typically made of plastics, one of the largest and most toxic pollutants. Not to

mention, purchasing extra “lead” or ink comes in even more plastic packaging, ruling out any

possibility of maintaining a sustainable lifestyle. After a bit of research, I came across “trvst,” a

website dedicated to providing resources for purchasing sustainably produced products. Not

only do they list a number of websites to purchase eco-friendly pencils, but they also list

resources for sustainably made pens. I admired pencil brand Sprout’s initiative to create pencils

made from 100% natural materials. Once the pencil user is finished using the pencil, “[they] can

plant [the] pencil once [they’re] done with it. Each pencil comes with a biodegradable seed

capsule that contains a coveted seed variety” (trvst). In this way, for every tree that is cut down,



a new tree can replace that tree. The next time I need to purchase a new set of pencils, I’ll opt

for a brand with a sustainable initiative.

Sprout sustainable pencils
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Week 2

(Milk)Bread, Fake Honey, GMOs

16 / Jan / 2022

Part 1:

During the lecture, I was most fascinated by how food has been altered throughout the

decades, whether genetically modified or through recipes. We’ve innovated long-lasting bread,

syrups that mimicked natural honey, and invincible vegetables that repel pests. These food

inventions are typically inexpensive and abundant but come with a variety of consequences for

the sake of convenience and profit. I became fascinated by the adverse effects on humanity’s

wellbeing caused by manufactured food products.

In the bread documentary “Cooked: Air,” environmentalist and author Michael Pollan

discusses the history and makings of bread. When Wonder Bread first appeared in the early

1900s, it differed from traditional bread recipes. Whereas traditional bread uses only four

ingredients, flour, water, salt, and yeast, highly processed breads use refined white flour and a

long list of additives. According to Pollan, Wonder Bread petitioned the FDA to change the

definition of bread, so that they could commercialize Wonder Bread and add the other additives

to their bread recipe (26:21). As a result, the ingredients in bread — like gluten — get a lot of

flack for having links to heart disease and obesity. However, in actuality, the bleaching process

of flour uses chemicals to strip bread of any nutrients, exposing consumers to increased

chances of harmful diseases, like obesity, heart disease, and diabetes (Link, 2019).



A list of Wonder Bread ingredients

Like commercial bread, honey has been adulterated but to the extent that it doesn’t

contain the thing that makes it honey — honey itself. Unfortunately, as mentioned in the lecture,

most “honey” brands contain this adulterated mixture. According to the National Center for

Biotechnology Information, the most common low-cost sugars and syrups are cane sugar, corn

syrup, palm sugar, invert sugar, rice syrup, and insulin syrup (Ahmad et al., 2020). Whereas

honey contains antioxidants, the honey substitutes — even when mixed with the low-cost sugars

— contain little to no nutritional value. In fact, “natural honey possesses some beneficial effects,

such as lower total cholesterol and [low-density lipoprotein] in healthy overweight human

subjects, while consumption of 3 to 20% of dietary fructose caused the elevation of total

cholesterol and LDL by 9% and 11%, respectively” (Ahmed et al., 2020). The next time I search

for honey at a local grocery store, I’ll be sure to check the ingredients list and do proper research

before making a purchase.



After we discussed genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in class, I became curious

about their potential negative environmental impacts. Alvaro mentioned in his presentation that

he worked to preserve hybrid corn types, as corn has played an important role in Mexican

culture and cuisine. Although there are many advantages to genetically modifying corn, such as

providing resistance against pests, GMO corn “threatens the diversity and integrity of native

corn strains, which could in turn endanger the livelihoods of low-income family farmers, small

producers, and beekeepers who depend on selling native corn” (Nahmia, 2019). GMO corn has

the potential to create a domino effect — a single dominant type of corn can contaminate fields

dedicated to native corn, preventing future generations from learning and enjoying a crucial part

of their heritage.

A picture of corn native to Mexico

It came as no surprise to me that companies have been marketing mass produced food

products as healthy and lying about having any regard for humanity’s wellbeing. Especially in the

cases of disadvantaged groups who can’t afford to maintain a well-balanced diet, many have to

rely on cheaper products for sustenance. Unless society breaks away from its capitalistic ideals,



I believe that capitalism will remain a barrier towards environmental justice, as well as food

justice for disadvantaged groups.

Part 2:

Unfortunately, I could not bake bread because I wasn’t home over the weekend. However, I

stopped by a local bakeshop to purchase one of my favorite types of bread, Chinese milk bread.

As opposed to the types of bread containing only yeast, flour, water, and salt from the lecture,

Chinese milk bread fascinated me because there are very small air pockets, yet its texture is soft

and fluffy. Like traditional American bread however, milk bread was spongy and when squished,

it flattened.



A picture of Chinese milk bread

I found that, according to the Michelin Guide, milk bread gets its texture due to the

dough’s chemistry using the “tangzhong” method. Tangzhong dough contains higher fat and

sugar content compared to Western-style bread, and by cooking the flour, tangzhong dough

absorbs all the water, giving it a softer and a more moist texture (Saini, 2017).
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Week 3

Kombucha

23 / Jan / 2022

Part 1:

On Tuesday, January 18th, I started my kombucha. Unfortunately, I had some issues with

my kombucha starter package, so I had to make another batch of kombucha using another

bottle of kombucha. Following author Carol Lovett’s kombucha recipe, I scooped the SCOBY

from the bottle of kombucha and transferred it to my jar of boiled tea and sugar. Then, I covered

my jar with a lid and a piece of paper towel, securing the paper towel with a hair tie. I placed the

jar away from sunlight on top of my dining room counter. Unlike when using a kombucha starter

package, following Lovett’s instructions meant that I’d have to wait up to two months for my tea

to actually ferment. Not only that, I live in San Francisco, where the climate tends to be cooler,

meaning my tea would take even longer to grow more SCOBY. For the days that followed

January 18th, I took pictures and notes of my SCOBY’s growth:





Day 1 vs Day 4

As I predicted, there was little to no growth or visual difference between the first and fourth day

of my SCOBY.

Part 2:

I love kombucha. I remember the first time my mom bought a whole 12-pack case of

Brew Dr. (a kombucha brand) from Costco. When I took that first sip, I was so intrigued by the

tea’s fermentation process. Although I’m fermenting my own tea now, I’m still curious about its

history and the science behind creating the best environment for the perfect brew of kombucha.

And what’s the difference between unpasteurized and pasteurized labels for kombucha brands?

I have so many unanswered kombucha questions!



After a bit of Googling, I found that kombucha originated from Northeast China, according to

Forbes (Troitino, 2017). The drink was introduced to Europe during the 20th century and soon

became known for its health benefits. Some consumers of kombucha boasting that it cured

cancer during the 1990s (Troitino, 2017). However, it was of course later discovered that these

claims about kombucha were false but that it contained probiotic benefits.

To create yummy kombucha, the bacteria and yeast need to co-exist (Cultures for

Health). Fermentation is an anaerobic process, meaning that it doesn’t require oxygen. By

feeding the bacteria and yeast sugar, alcohol and carbon dioxide byproducts are released (Brew

Dr.). However, this means knowing the sugar-to-yeast-to-bacteria ratio. Otherwise, the bacteria

colonies (which provide the healthy benefits) may not be able to survive during and after the

fermentation process. It is also important to keep note of the environment’s temperature, as too

hot of a temperature can kill the SCOBY, whereas too cold of an environment can stop the

fermentation process (Brew Dr.).

Now knowing the science behind a tasty kombucha, I was curious to know the health

benefits and tastes differences between pasteurized and raw organic kombucha. According to

kombucha brand Brew Dr.’s website, the process of pasteurization kills bacteria by applying

heat. This process is typically used by many commercial brands, under the belief that the

kombucha contains unwanted pathogens, ridding of any beneficial bacteria (Brew Dr.). Also,

according to Brew Dr., it’s likely you won’t taste a difference between the two types of

kombucha. However, I did a little taste-test myself and thought that the raw kombucha had a



stronger, more pungent taste. It’s likely that the raw kombucha from Health-Ade simply had a

longer fermentation process, though.

Pasteurized vs unpasturized kombucha infographic
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Week 4

Environment, mushrooms, plastic
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*Note: I only used red for overlapping lines. Included in this diagram are other connections from this class,

unrelated to environmental topics.



I approached this assignment by considering the environmental impacts humans have

on nature, starting with the pencil. As I discussed in my first week’s blog post, tens of thousands

of trees are cut to make pencils, leading to deforestation. In general, deforestation leads to the

loss of numerous habitats housing a variety of organisms needed to sustain a food chain.

Without certain species, whether plant or animal, the whole ecosystem falls apart. Similarly, as

we’ve learned in week 3, plankton are vital to oceanic ecosystems. Phytoplanktons are

especially important, as they are estimated to have produced “80% of the world’s oxygen”

(Whitman, 2017). Like phytoplankton, zooplankton are crucial because they act as an

intermediary species in food chains in bodies of water. However, plankton populations are

decreasing at an alarming rate due to pollution by humans, including noise and plastic pollution,

as discussed in class. In fact, “phytoplankton populations had dropped 40% since 1950, and

were continuing to decline at a rate of around 1% per year” (MacRae, 2020).

Luckily, the miracle mushroom has the potential to somewhat save (or at least help) the

world from becoming toxic wasteland. As discussed in class, mushrooms break down organic

compounds and turn them into nutrients for plants. After deforestation, the area is left with

many dead organic compounds for mushrooms to break down. Therefore, healthy mushrooms

are vital for reforestation – they improve the quality of soil, making it a suitable area for plants to

grow. Once these plants are fully grown, animals may start to repopulate the area, returning the

ecosystem to its natural state.

Mushrooms also have the potential to break down plastics — and better yet — become

the plastic. Plastics never truly break down, rather, they get smaller and smaller until they

become nanoplastics. However, in 2012, students from Yale discovered a rare species of



mushrooms that breaks down plastic into organic matter. The mushroom “consumes

polyurethane (the main ingredient in plastic products) and converts it into organic matter”

(Steffen, 2019). With further advancements in science, we may be able to witness the

mushroom breaking down landfills. In the meantime, design consultancy Livin Studio

“developed a novel fungi food product grown on plastic waste,” called Fungi Mutarium (Livin

Studio). The prototype grows mycelium by providing it with agar (the main base nutrient) and

“FUs,” which are filled with (micro)plastics and inserted into the agar. The fungi then proceeds to

feed on the agar and breaks down the plastic within a couple of weeks. The result: an edible FU.

*An image of Fungi Mutarium

Along with breaking down plastics, scientists have also created biodegradable mycelium

plastic, first introduced by Ecovative Design in 2006 (Rockefeller, 2020). Whereas plastics are

created from petroleum, mycelium “products use local feedstock from crop waste such as seed

husks and woody biomass” (Rockefeller, 2020). Not only can mycelium replace many types of



plastic, its creation process is also cost-and-resource effective, as it only requires leftover

organic material. If we were to replace all petroleum plastics with mycelium plastics, there’s

hope that our oceans and landfills won’t won’t continue to be overpopulated by trash. I have

some concerns with the commerciality of mycelium plastic, as the concept and resources are

licensed and patented under Ecovative. Many sustainable product options tend to be priced

significantly higher than their evil counterparts, and I have yet to see mycelium plastic on store

shelves.

*An image of lamp lights made from mycelium plastic

Truly, humanity is undeserving of mushrooms.
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Week 5

HOX Tiger, Animals, and Plastics
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Part 1:

It was really cool seeing the different food and art presented at the Hox Zodiac event! To be

completely honest, I’m not very good at analyzing poems, so I felt a bit zoned out and lost when

the professors/ artists presented them. However, it was fun hearing about the food offerings

they chose, especially when one presenter showed the organs she constructed out of silicon.

The conversation that stuck out to me was the endangerment of tigers and how they’re being

mass hunted for medicinal purposes. Not only are tigers a key predator for maintaining food

chains in several ecosystems, tigers are such beautiful creatures, and it would be a shame to

see them being hunted to the point of extinction.



Part 2:

As we’ve already discussed in class, plastic is one of the major causes attributing to the

deaths of many marine animals. According to the Center for Biological Diversity, “fish in the

North Pacific ingest 12,000 to 14,000 tons of plastic each year.” Ingesting plastics can not only

kill marine life, but it can also pass microplastics up the food chain. When mammals prey on

other animals, “microplastic particles can be absorbed into the [bloodstream]” (Chappell, 2021).

This raises serious issues for human diet and health, as we are constantly eating meat products

from oceans. Considering how we are also constantly using plastic wrappings for processed

(and even unprocessed) food, it is no surprise that “the average American eats, drinks, and

breathes in more than 74,000 microplastic particles every year” (Loria, 2020).

Land creatures are also affected by plastic pollution through soil quality. As

microplastics continue to enter our waterways from landfills, “terrestrial microplastic pollution

has led to the decrease of species that live below the surface, such as mites, larvae, and other

tiny creatures that maintain the fertility of the land” (UNEP, 2018). When species living

underground can’t maintain the quality of soil, other organisms who rely on the underground

water systems and soil are more exposed to the toxins and chemicals released by plastics.

Long-term effects on vertebrates and invertebrates include the disruption of hormone systems,

mutations in gene expression, and biochemical reactions” (UNEP, 2018).



A picture of microbeads and microplastics

As quoted from UNEP: “On the left: Artificial turf football field with ground tyre rubber used for cushioning. On the right:



Microplastics from the same field, washed away by rain, and found close to a stream, Kristiansand, Norway. Photo:

Soleincitta”

As both marine and terrestrial creatures continue to consume plastics, fetuses will be

evermore exposed to plastics in the womb. I recall from one lecture in which Professor Vesna

discusses how babies born from normal pregnancies tend to have a higher immune system as

opposed to babies born from c-sections. Knowing this, it did not surprise me that, although “the

health impact of microplastics in the body is as yet unknown… scientists said that

[microplastics] could carry long-term damage or upset the fetus’s developing immune system”

(Carrington, 2020). While this research only pertains to humans, I personally believe that plastics

in the womb will be detrimental to other animals who constantly come in close contact with

plastics, further endangering many of earth’s species.
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Week 6

Tuesday’s Walk + Meteorites

13 / Feb / 2022

Part 1:

On Tuesday, Amie, Patton, and I grouped together to walk around campus. It was really hot

outside, so we made our first stop at Anderson, the holy grail of fresh, pure water – literally, the

water was purified seven times using FloWater technology! I was curious to learn more about

how FloWater’s technology worked. According to their website, “FloWater Refill Stations use

Advanced Osmosis water purification technology, which is a form of Reverse Osmosis. Reverse

Osmosis… removes up to 99% of all impurities in water – including viruses and bacteria”

(FloWater). Amie noted that the water tasted almost crisp, and I agreed.

A picture of a FloWater Station



After exiting the Anderson building, I took some pictures of some of the nature

surrounding the walkways and buildings. One type of trees were barren and found it fascinating

that its branches seemed to hang over our heads like spider webs:

A picture of the Chinese elm tree

I did a quick search on UCLA’s plant map and found that this tree may be a Chinese elm tree, a

species of the Ulmaceae family.

We made our next stop at Boelter Hall, where we “Boelted” (haha) to the “Birthplace of the

Internet” at Boelter Hall 3420. Unfortunately, we couldn’t tour inside due to COVID-19, but I got a

wide snapshot of the room inside.



A picture of the "Birthplace of the Internet"

Prayay Bhattacharyya writes in a UC IT Blog post that the first message sent to Stanford was

“LO,” because Professor Leonard Kleinrock meant to send “LOGIN,” but the system crashed.

As we continued touring Boelter Hall, we ventured in one of the hallways, and we were invited

into one of the biology labs. There were lots of scary and fragile-looking beakers and machinery.

One machine that caught our eye was the New Brunswick Scientific, an incubator for bacteria. I

used a similar incubator when I had to grow and study microbes from rotten vegetables during

my AP Environmental Science class in high school. It certainly brought back bad memories of

working with the really terrible stench.



We exited the building and took an eight-minute walk to the Geology building to look at the

meteorites. I was fascinated by all the unique patterns, especially from the meteorites that were

smoothly cut and displayed in the case.



By the time we were on our way towards the Botanical Gardens, my feet felt like they were

going to fall off because I had been walking around campus for the entire day. Patton needed to

stop by to get a snack, so it was a nice excuse to take a five-minute break before continuing our

walk. After our period of rest, we walked through the gardens. Sadly, I was wearing my sandals

that had no grip, so I was too scared to walk up the hill to the cactus gardens. However, I got a

few nice snapshots of some pond turtles.



Even though I was so exhausted by the time I got back to the Broad, I really enjoyed the walk and

getting to know the campus more. I hope to do this again in my free time! Here's a rough sketch

of our map:



Part 2:

Like the meteorites that fell from the sky, all organisms originated from the same star

particles. Alien Stardust is an exhibit created by Professor Victoria that further provokes this

scientific concept with its audience. The exhibit features different meteorites from seven

different continents, and each meteorite can be interacted with through AR. I tried playing with a

couple of different filters and was amazed by the animations, as they gave a detailed view of

each rock’s outer and inner appearances (especially Europe, Russia’s Stony Meteorite!).
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Week 7

Plasma, Stardust, Space, and SCOBY

20 / Feb / 2022

Part 1:

Scientists have been looking for ways to solve the climate change crisis. It would indubitably

be solved within time if society changes its capitalistic and wasteful habits. I personally think

that this change is unlikely, at least anytime soon. Nonetheless, scientists have not given up

hope and have been looking into other extraterrestrial solutions.

In relation to the recent topics discussed in class, plasma, dust, and space are all related to

the possibility that they can help fight against climate change. In fact, “a team of researchers led

by Birger Schmitz, a nuclear physicist at Lund University in Sweden, found that a distant, ancient

asteroid collision generated enough dust to cause an ice age long ago on Earth” (Goldberg,

2019). The extraterrestrial stardust “can cool Earth by blocking the amount of solar radiation

that reaches the surface” (Goldberg, 2019). Although there remains a hope that scientists can

crack the code (or rock, so to speak) to utilize extraterrestrial rocks as a cooling system, there is

a worry that using the rock to an unstable point could cause the same catastrophe hundreds of

millions of years ago on Earth.



A digital image depicting a an asteroid collision

Science writer Molly Sharlach from Princeton University also writes about plasma and its

potential to become a renewable energy source. According to her, “a team from Princeton

University and Ohio State University has been awarded a five-year, $3 million grant from the U.S.

Department of Energy to advance research on low temperature plasmas” (Sharlach, 2019).

Whereas high-temperature plasmas are found in stars and fusion reactors, low-temperature

plasmas are used for fluorescent lighting and semiconductor manufacturing (Sharlach, 2019). It

was found by the team that low-temperature plasmas create new pathways for combustion,

increasing overall energy efficiency, but it would take more research to precisely control the

plasmas.



A picture of low-temperature plasma

Part 2:

The past few classes throughout last week felt like mini-field trips, where we received

hands-on experience with topics discussed in our lecture classes. On Tuesday, I finally got to

touch a piece of SCOBY. It felt so alien to me – almost like a piece of tough, fleshy, raw clam.

Initially, when I poured the cup of hot jasmine black tea into my jar, I thought the aroma smelled

amazing! It wasn’t until I put the SCOBY into the jar did I lose my appetite.



The class preparing kombucha

After the class filled their kombucha jars, a group of friends and I split from class to look for

dust. We headed straight to the rooftop of the Mathematics building (floor 8) because it was

unlikely that people would hang out there often. We initially had some trouble finding dust until

we found piles of dirt in little crevices on the outdoor staircases. Our magnets finally picked up

some flakes of magnetic particles.



Our magnet picking up magnetic particles from dirt piles

I spotted more piles of dirt near the doorway too, and luckily, we found more magnetic

pieces. By then, it was time to return to the Broad.

On Thursday, the class took a thirty-five-minute walk to the plasma lab in Westwood. There,

researcher Ariel gave us a tour of the lab. I admit it was difficult hearing him talk about the

machines and their mechanics, but I was still in awe of all the machines they had built over

decades of experimentation and research. It was especially awesome to see a plasma laser

beam flash up close.



The plasma flashing

After we finished our tour, Ariel mentioned to us that the auroras borealis is also made of

plasma. I had always thought that the auroras were beautiful, but now that I know this fact, I

hope to see them with my eyes in person even more now! In relation to the topic of plasma

discussed in part one, I wonder if the auroras are high-temperature plasma?



A picture of aurora borealis
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Week 8

CNSI Tour Lab + Final Project Idea

26 / Feb / 2022

Part 1:

During our visit to the California NanoSystems Institute, the class got to visit many

microscopes used to analyze atoms for experiments. The first microscope the class was

introduced to was the JSM-6620 Scanning Electron Microscope.

The Scanning Electron Microscope is “used to study the topography of materials and has

a resolution of ~2 nm. An electron probe is scanning over the surface of the material and these

electrons interact with the material” (Science Direct, 2018). Sam, the researcher who gave us a

tour of the lab, didn’t go too in-depth about its functions, but then led us to the most exciting



part of the tour.

This piece of machinery placed in the center of the room was another hunk of metal that

housed the Scanning Electron Microscope. Aluminum covered the entire piece to create a

vacuum and prevent dust and other molecules from sticking to the machine. Sam showed us

some images of the tips of molecules from the microscope:



The actual Scanning Electron Microscope was very tiny:



For the last part of the tour, Sam showed us more microscopes that could be reserved

for student use. I thought it was interesting that these microscopes were strategically placed to

withstand an earthquake, hence why they were housed underground.

I admit it was hard to follow Sam as he talked about the microscopes because I have a lack of

background knowledge about chemistry, but the entire experience was cool!

On a side note, Sam mentioned following California Nanosystems Institute’s social

media pages and their newsletters. I did a quick look through their Twitter and found that one of

their startups recently created a wearable technology that tracks the wearer’s cortisol levels, a

stress hormone (CNSI, UCLA)! It was featured on BBC World News.



Part 2:

For the final project, I’m working with Amie and Patton. We all agreed that we wanted to

do a project based around SCOBY after seeing so many designers’ ideas centered on using

SCOBY as leathers/ fabrics for clothing and accessories. Initially, we brainstormed an idea

inspired by SCOBY fabric – we planned to dye the fabric and use it to decorate shoes.

However, Kanye West’s art-music concept of a circle’s heart beat inspired a new idea

proposed by Patton.

Rather than somewhat replicate what’s already been done, we aim to create a “live”

SCOBY, an installation piece that makes a large SCOBY look as if it were a heart beating. We

loosely brainstormed and discussed how we’d go about it. Patton has some connections with a

couple of engineers who may provide us with machinery and materials to replicate a heart’s

beat for our SCOBY project.



Part 3:

Unfortunately, I don’t have a microscope to take photos of my stardust and SCOBY, but I

did find some images online! It was interesting seeing so many textured layers of bacteria

colonies in the SCOBY. The layers almost reminded me of rock formations, especially with 439 X

magnification under the Scanning Electron Microscopy.



In 2014, a team of researchers at the University of Arizona looked at stardust under a

microscope:

It was interesting that the stardust particles formed a grainy pattern when seen up close.
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Week 9

Blog + Final Project Proposal

6 / March / 2022

Part 1:

Particles are everywhere, whether in the form of live bacteria or inanimate molecules. I decided

to expand on my diagram by linking the topics we covered to microscopes and how microscopic



tools can expand our understanding of the world and how to solve problems around us,

especially in relation to our environment and health.

At the University of Cambridge, Dr. Raymond Wightman studies plants’ structures and

functions using a variety of “confocal and fluorescence microscopes, equipment for digital

imaging, light-sheet[s], cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM), atomic force microscopy

and chemical imaging” (Grube, 2021). Their equipment is used to track plant molecules’ growth,

particularly for plants with strong cell walls and structures. The researchers have been studying

different types of wood molecules for millennia to find alternative substitutes for steel and

concrete, two materials of which contribute to many tons of CO2 per year. The Cambridge

researchers found that spruce, gingko, and poplar wood contain “microfibres,” which contribute

to cell wall strength. Without microscopes, researchers would not have been able to study and

find more sustainable materials for construction.

Even plankton have their own microscopic tool – the “Plankton Imager.” The Marine Science

UK blog showing the latest developments and research about marine life features plankton

observations using the Plankton Imager. The tool is used to capture observations in real time. It

is installed onto a ship and captures seawater onto the instrument, so researchers can study the

water’s diversity and biomass across the sea (Graves, 2021). Without plankton, there would be

less oxygen in the atmosphere, and they are the basis of the food web, hence why it is so

important to study them up close.

Initially, I had no idea that gut microbes could not be observed under a microscope unless

fluorescent proteins provided the visualization of microbes. In order to be seen under a

microscope, “the chromospheres of conventional fluorescent proteins require oxygen to mature

from a non-fluorescent into a fluorescent state” (Jahn, 2021). This fluorescent biotechnology

helps researchers and scientists understand the physiological processes behind intestinal



bacteria. I imagine that this can also help us identify bad and good gut bacteria. I also wonder

how this research can be extended to study and provide visualizations of how kombucha or

fermented foods affect our gut bacteria.

Four mycologists published a research paper about the durability of mycelium in 2017 for the

Scientific Reports. Using scanning electron microscopy, the researchers looked at the network of

strains that made up mycelium and tested its strength under pressure. Under compression, “the

material yields and undergoes strain hardening before rupture” (Islam et al., 2017). Mycelium

from fungi was compared to cell foam in structure, and the researchers’ findings are relevant to

understanding how mycelium can be a sustainable replacement for other building materials as

well as its durability under pressure.

Stardust is also constantly being researched through microscopes, as they are “samples [that

provide] a window into the distant past, helping scientists around the world… unravel mysteries

surrounding the birth and evolution of our Solar System” (NASA). As we’ve also discussed in

class, humans come from stardust – we are made of the same compounds and materials. By

understanding stardust, we can better understand how life came to be on earth.

Although plasma cannot be seen under a microscope, “a laser beam [must be] added to make

the charged particles visible and recordable,” according to an article by India Today. This allows

for different situations to be simulated, allowing researchers to further study plasma and its

potential use as a renewable energy source.

It’s amazing what microscopic tools can do to help improve the environment and our own

lives!

Part 2:



I’m working on the final project with Amie and Patton. Together, we are creating a video piece

about giving life to SCOBY. When we first touched the SCOBY in class, it was difficult to think of

it as a living bacteria culture, so this gave us the idea to create a metaphoric piece about relating

SCOBY to humans through heartbeats. Here is a sketch of our materials and idea:



Patton is our concept imagineer, and he conceptualized this project after watching Kanye West’s

music video of a circle that seemed to have a heartbeat.



He’s also the design engineer for our project. Using his friend’s arduino, Patton is

designing the intervals for the beating heart and is also providing a piece of his SCOBY from his

pineapple kombucha.

Amie is our sound designer. She is sourcing the heartbeat’s sound for the video. Amie is

also working on the main stage production for the video and is providing the lighting and

materials for the stage.

I’m working on the project as the video editor and Amie’s stage helper. I plan to capture

the SCOBY at different stages and angles and create a narrative for the SCOBY-video piece.

We’ve briefly discussed how we might try to portray different emotions from our SCOBY’s

heartbeat, as well as some interactions with the SCOBY. As we continue to work out the stage,

we will finalize our narrative piece together.

For inspiration, we referred to many different SCOBY artists’ SCOBY installation pieces,

especially by Monica C. LoCascio and Yvonne Pelling. Pelling’s piece, Mother, really resonated

with us, as she was able to create a seemingly living body and representation of a pregnant

mother using a live piece of SCOBY.
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